[3], Mi [6] , [10] , [ll] , [13] .
These inversion formulas ares A. Lebedev transform [7] (1) -. k C.
Generalized Mehler transform [12] g(y) = i f(x) P? v ,(y) dx. This function obviously is an even function of x and is real for real psrameters and real x.
The special case k = 0 in (3) yields the case (2). Furthermore from (4.) -t
P? i(cosh a) = (2/TT)2'(sinh a)"S"cos(ax) XX-ff P,^ ,(cosh a) = (2/TT) 2 (sinh a) _^s in(ax).
Therefore from (3) for k = -J-putting y = cosh a, 
x'-'-fCx) = (2/TT)2 5 g(Gosha) (sinha)2"sln(xa) da. 0
But these are the Fourier cosine and the Fourier sine transformation formulas which are therefore a special case of (3)•
The behavior of the kernel functions in (l), (2), (3) for large positive values of x and fixed argument y is of great Importance.
One has [1, vol. 2, p. 88 ], 
for large positive x and fixed y = cosh a.
Of further importance are representations of the different types of waves in the form of an integral transform of the kind expressed in (l), (2), and (3). Such representations are:
Cylindrical wave
Spherical wave
Generalized spherical wave
The following tables (A), (E), (C) represent a list of integral transforms of the type (l) , (2), (3). Most of the results displayed here are new and have been taken from unpublished material of the authors.
Certain combinations of Bessel functions which occur on the r.h.s. of these tables can be replaced by other combinations such as: 
Re k <i i
. 0 2k+l 2k , , 2 2 N -J-r , 2 l , 2 N l-1 -2k 12 a yl^a +y )
Re c > 0 , y > 2a
Re k < i Table B Mehler Transform
As noted in the introduction, a Hehler transform pair can be obtained from any generalized Hehler transform by setting k = 0. In general, the transform pairs that can be so obtained have not been included in Table B , x sinh(-n;x)r(a -ix)r(a + gx) •
• r(# -o -4x>r(# -a + jx)
x tanh(roc)r(a -tbc)r(a + ^x) "
• ret -« ♦ ^x)r(4 -a -4x) Table C Generalized Hehler Transform
Rek <i
• r(J-x + |x)r(J-x-|x)[r(J-|
0 l+a i-, 2 ...-Jk-,., , ,,2 2 -, N ik-*.
2 Jt"<y -1) ■ r(l-k-a)(y +z -1)
Re(a,k) < | x sinh(^n:x)r(--k+ix)r(~k-ix) "
• ^Vix
-|<Rek<i
• {exp(i2-i2k)K k _^Ca(2iy
• n^mfö 2 1 x)w k^ix (a)
Rek < i
^3
Error integrals:
Erfc(z) = 1 -Erf(z) = 2TT"* J e"* dt = (mO^e -2 ^ . , (z 2 ) = TT"^r(|, Z 2 )
Pre snel' s integral s:
Exponential integral:
Sine and cosine integral:
Ci ( 
